Investors Call for Comprehensive Immigration Reform
April 18, 2013

We are investors and fiduciaries who recognize the critical need for immigration reform to help drive U.S. economic growth, long-term business prosperity and the well-being of our immigrant population.

With approximately $890.5 billion in assets, this diverse investor group calls on Members of Congress to harness burgeoning bipartisan support for comprehensive immigration reform and make common sense immigration legislation an urgent priority. Progress forward must include the most controversial component of immigration policy—the need to provide an opportunity for currently undocumented immigrants to earn a pathway to legal status and citizenship in the United States.

We understand that effective and fair immigration reform is a shared responsibility of individuals, companies and government. Fortunately, the Obama Administration, immigration policy experts and, increasingly, Democratic and Republican leaders in Congress generally agree on the major components of comprehensive reform: effective border control, employer accountability, improved processes for needed temporary and permanent workers and, importantly, a pathway to legal status for currently unauthorized residents. We believe comprehensive reform must be developed and implemented consistent with the human rights of all concerned, must value the integrity of families and must prevent immigrant workers—be they temporary or permanent—from being subjected to second-class employment standards.

We appeal to Congress to act now to enact comprehensive immigration reform. Such legislation would be pro-growth and consistent with our country’s values and proud immigrant history.

Background

The economic rationale for a sound immigration policy is not controversial: to be a successful global competitor, U.S. business must attract and retain the most talented and highly motivated people. While noting that more than 40% of Fortune 500 companies were founded by immigrants or their children, recent research conducted by the nonprofit Partnership for a New American Economy (“the Partnership”) and the Partnership for New York City concluded that “irrational and undirected” U.S. immigration policy contributes to reduced global competitiveness and projected shortages of young workers and specific skill sets in the high growth science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) fields.1 Other recent research by the American Enterprise Institute and the Partnership found that immigrants with advanced degrees in STEM contribute to increased employment for U.S. born citizens; temporary foreign workers across the skill spectrum lead to increased U.S. employment; and foreign born workers, including undocumented workers, do not lead to higher unemployment for U.S. born workers.2 Additionally, the Partnership documented the important and growing role of immigrants in small business creation, finding that “Immigrants

---

started 28 percent of all new U.S. businesses in 2011, despite accounting for just 12.9 percent of the U.S. population.”

Furthermore, many industries depend on workers who are undocumented immigrants to provide critical labor for their businesses. Based on data from 2008, the Pew Hispanic Center estimated that 8.3 million unauthorized immigrants represented 5.4% of the U.S. labor force. The concentration of undocumented workers in several industries, however, reveals much greater dependence. The estimated share of employment occupied by unauthorized workers was 14% in construction, 13% in agriculture and 10% in leisure and hospitality. In part due to harsh state laws targeting undocumented immigrants, the American Farm Bureau Federation predicted annual produce industry losses of $5 billion to $9 billion in 2012 due to labor shortages. In 2011, the state of Georgia experienced a labor shortage crisis first-hand after enacting its own tough immigration law, HB 87, racking up $140 million in losses as “crops rotted in the fields.”

The absence of comprehensive immigration reform has had devastating consequences for generations of immigrants whose motivation for coming to the U.S. is a better life for themselves and their families. Despite their contributions to the economy, some immigrants face significant discrimination and violence, and research has suggested that a disproportionate increase in hate crimes against Latinos (regardless of citizenship) has coincided with the rising intensity of the immigration debate. Today, more than 9 million people living in families that include at least one U.S. born child and one unauthorized adult are vulnerable to immigration policies that could be socially and economically disruptive. Moreover, fear of exposure keeps undocumented workers, who are disproportionately represented in low-wage occupations, especially vulnerable to unscrupulous employers who can violate wage, safety and discrimination laws with impunity. There is no disputing that our businesses need these workers to meet the diverse demands of a thriving economy, but they must be employed in accordance with legal U.S. standards.

Congress should heed the concerns of companies who are speaking out for sensible immigration reform including CEOs who have joined the bipartisan coalition of mayors and business leaders in the Partnership for a New American Economy. Led by Mayor Michael Bloomberg, the Partnership is co-chaired by the CEOs of Boeing, Marriot, Microsoft, News Corporation and Walt Disney.

Co-chair Steven Ballmer, CEO of Microsoft, stated: “Now more than ever the U.S. needs smart immigration policies to build the innovation workforce of the future.” As investors, we couldn’t agree more.
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